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The British came by night. The
Americans by day. So goes the
generally accepted apportioning
of tasks describing the four-year

strategic bombing campaign against
German-occupied Europe during the
decisive years of 1942-1945. But there
were many exceptions and many anom-
alies in the great Allied air offensive that
began in earnest three-years after the
outbreak of World War II. Among them
were RAF attacks in broad daylight, and
not just at the beginning of the war, as
well as massive and repeated use of
strategic bombers on tactical missions.

In the all-out

drive to crush Nazi Germany’s war
machine, the economy which fed it, the
morale which sustained it, and the sup-
plies that nourished it, both the
American 8th and 15th Air Forces, and
RAF Bomber Command, applied a
number of methods — concen-
trating on specific targets
such as ball bearing
production, syn-
thetic oil refining,
major transportation
hubs, submarine
pens, railroad tun-
nels and

bridges, and highly specialized indus-
tries, from aircraft production to
armored vehicles. Sometimes entire air
forces would be switched to purely tac-

tical objectives, such
as spearheading an
invasion or preparing
the ground for a
breakthrough. In the
late spring and sum-

mer of 1944 and, again, later that win-
ter, heavy bombers were diverted from
their primary strategic chores to bomb
V-1 and then V-2 missile sites. But they
always returned to their number one
priority — the enemy’s war-making
potential. In what was to become an
unending, continuing battle, interrupt-
ed from time to time by spells of bad
weather, and then only on occasion,
the Allied Air Forces never once let up
in their relentless pounding of
Germany. In the process, at least one
million German civilians were killed
and, by 1942, the RAF had switched
entirely to area bombing in order to
maintain the pressure and justify the

heavy losses it was
incurring by

d o i n g

POORLY PLANNED AND  POORLY EXECUTED,
THE ROYAL AIR FORCE’S MASSIVE RAID ON
NUREMBERG ON THE NIGHT OF 30/31
MARCH 1944 SAW NO VICTORY — JUST THE
RAF’S HEAVIEST LOSS OF THE WAR
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Crew chief watches as the four Merlins on S for Smitty are given a
thorough run-up. All night missions that went on often over eight-
hours posed a hardship on airframe and engines — especially if
violent evasive action was undertaken to escape from
searchlights, flak, or night-fighters.

Night missions meant that
maintenance went on all day. Because
of the danger involved, the bombs
were only added after everything else
was completed. In this view,
maintenance personnel are adding the
fin assemblies to the bombs.


